
Aftercare



Hey!
 Thanks for booking in to get your new hair

extensions with Best Extend. 
I bet you're super excited to get them but also a little

apprehensive on how to look after them properly. 
Do not worry! I've made an ‘Aftercare Guide’ that will

answer all your hair extensions questions. 
To put it bluntly they’re like your own hair but a bit
thicker and longer – but this guide will be your best

friend and always available to look back at if you do
have any questions. 



 By now you should have had or have a consultation booked. The consultation
is essential for us both to get on the same page about what it is you want to

achieve and how I can make that happen, if realistically possible. We will decide
what length, colour, thickness and method you want to go for. 

Once we have done this DO NOT COLOUR OR CUT YOUR HAIR before your fitting
as this can drastically effect what we have decided in consultation. 

For example;your natural hair is long (down to the bra strap area) and your
ends are wispy and fine. You only wanted to add a little 2” length so a small

amount of hair was decided to thicken up your own. If you then have a “good
cut” before your fitting the ends of your hair are now blunt and more hair is

needed to cover this line! Are you following? I Hope so!  
Also be careful for silver shampoo and colour fading. Silver shampoo can

deposit an ashier colour then what we matched too. Also, If you are a new time
brunette, colour can fade fast! Let us know and we can talk about ways we can

help add a few tones to hide the fade over the 6-8weeks wear period.

What happens before your appointment?



On the day of your appointment

On the day of your fitting we need your hair to be clean, straight and dry
please! If your hair is in need of a wash it can affect the longevity of your bonds

as can make them slip out sooner than if we applied on squeaky clean hair.
Things also to avoid on fitting day are; root spray, dry shampoo, leave in
conditioners and general products. Make it as clean and product free as
possible- you will thank me later when you can go longer before washing

ALLLLLL that hair! 
 

Please also have your payment method confirmed with me before we proceed. I
take cash, bank transfer, PayPal friends and family ONLY (if not F&F I will

return payment as it charges me) and I have a card machine but be aware there is
a 3% charge for card payments. If using bank transfer your payment will be
processed before your hair service has started as I have had clients leave

promising to send a payment that hasn’t arrived. Sad but true. 
 

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU’RE HAPPY WITH THE CHOSEN METHOD, COLOUR, LENGTH
AND THICKNESS BEFORE THEY ARE FITTED. ONCE APPLIED THEY’RE YOURS! HAIR IS A
NON-RETURNABLE PRODUCT DUE TO HYGIENE REASONS SO BY AGREEING YOU ARE

GIVING ME THE GO AHEAD TO FIT YOUR LOCKS! NOW THE FUN PART......



What To Expect After your Appointment
Your mane is in, looking fabulous girl! Now it’s over to you.  

Firstly.... it's going to feel a bit strange. You have more hair which means added weight to
the scalp. It can feel tight but do not worry as this is perfectly normal. Extensions are

fitted to last, but in the most comfortable and safest manner. 
When you go to bed that evening you are going to feel it most. Some lucky folk feel

nothing and others feel discomfort;but this isn't a sign of a problem so don’t worry - in
a few days you won’t feel them and won't want to live another day without them. 

Now the science part – your hair NEVER stops growing; therefore, your bonds and
weave will be growing looser, daily mm by mm. That’s why as it grows it feels more

comfortable (WOOP). As an experienced technician I aim never to put too much tension
on your own hair so extensions are fitted in a very specific way not only to last but to

care for your natural hair as it grows. 
I would avoid any tight or high hair styles for the first few days. This would lead to

more tension and discomfort unnecessarily. Keep it low in a pony or plaits if it needs tied
back for work or gym etc. 

Make sure you have booked your refit appointment in advance if possible as these slots
go fast! It is your responsibility to book your appointments and if you forget you may

not get booked in during your recommended time of wear which can lead to
unnecessary matting, damage to your own hair or bonds and weave starting to fall out

(no one wants a hanging weave). You may also be charged extra for going over the
recommended time frame for the extra work involved.



 

This can vary for each method so I have put
them into separate sections. Have a brief read

of them all as its helpful to know however
concentrate on your method.

How to look after your new extensions.



Bonds
Your bonds are worn for a maximum of 5months. This is not a guarantee but a general guide. A
lot of clients stretch this amount of time but some people a little less depending on how fast

their hair grows. 
Once the bonds are fitted the main thing you must keep on top of is separating the bonds. They
will twist around each other naturally as they grow and if you let them, it will get matted.

Another major thing to avoid is going to bed with wet or damp hair – matt central. Hair is more
elastic when wet and we advise you ALWAYS dry your hair especially the bond area. Are you a

regular gym user? Remember your scalp will become hot and sweaty so make sure you are
separating and brushing over the root properly with a soft bristle brush to stop any matting

occurring. It can be pretty uncomfortable at a bond removal appointment if your hair has
become matted so avoid at all costs. 

Once you have worn your bonds for 5months it is time for a removal and a fresh set. Bonds are
easily removed in salon when you know how and have the correct products – NO DIY REMOVALS!  
I do not re-tip hair extensions myself as its too time consuming and I don’t feel they're as strong
and can shed heavily after being tipped. If you wish to have your hair re-tipped by a third party

this is fine but I cannot be held responsible if the bonds deteriorate faster and voids my
responsibility of this. 

It is pretty normal to lose some bonds over the time of wear. There is no exact number, it could
be none, it could be 20! Every head is different. I can refit a couple of bonds in the first 4weeks

of wear if this happens but not after that. 
Avoid washing your hair for 48hrs to allow the bonds to set.



Weaves

Weaves are probably the easiest method to care for. Instead of hundreds of
individual bonds or rings they're usually sewn into the hair over 1,2,3 or 4 rows.

 
 Make sure your natural hair isn’t tangling between the rows again by brushing

between with a soft bristle brush. Going to bed with wet or damp hair and going to
the gym and sweating can cause matting at the root; so, brush well in-between. 

 
Your weave should be refitted every 6-8weeks and that's what most clients do.

Clients who have super fine hair and are prone to slipping or clients who like their
hair tight all the time come in sooner and some let it hang for dear life until

10weeks. I do not advise any longer than that at all to protect your own hair. You
will soon learn what is right for you but I'd recommend 6-8weeks for your first

refit. 
 

You can wash your hair as soon as you like after fitting but I'd wait a while....... there
is a lot of hair to dry!



Tapes
Tapes need refitting every 6-8weeks on average depending on hair growth and

thickness. If your hair is finer you may start to see them as it grows down. When
tapes start to twist; it's a sign it is time for a refit.  

Tapes can slide out during a colour service so be aware of this. They can also be
affected by certain products such as silver shampoo, conditioner, oils and

hairsprays that can weaken the tape which will make them slide out. Try keep all
products away from the tape except your sulphate free shampoo. 

Tapes can be a little uncomfortable on removal. You want them to last a while so
prizing the tape apart can be tough; but we know what we are doing. There may be a

sticky residue left in your hair after a refit, this is normal and will wash away after
it has been shampooed at home. 

Because I no longer have a backwash in the salon tape refits can happen in 2 ways. 
1- Removal and refit in same appointment. As it says on the tin, we will remove, take

off old tape, add new tape and refit all in the same appointment. It can be sticky and
a wait as we re-tape. 

2- Removal on one appointment, you go home to wash and dry your hair and return
another day for the tapes to be refitted. I will have re-taped the extensions before
you arrive so applying them is faster than a refit as going straight into clean hair

again. 
Please avoid washing hair for 48hrs to allow the tapes to set.



All Ring Methods
This includes all you Nano, tiny tip, mini tip and ultra-tip ladies. Rings need refitting

every 6-8weeks. I have some clients who love them tight so come earlier and others that
come at 10weeks. I do not recommend any longer than this to keep natural hair healthy!

Some clients also have extensions removed on one appointment, have their hair coloured
elsewhere and return for them refitted- this is good for you girls who love their colour

all over not just on their top section. If you go longer than 10weeks an additional
charge maybe applied for the extra work involved. 

Like bonds the main thing to look out for is matting at the root. Ensure you’re
separating on a daily basis and brushing over the root with a soft bristle brush. Never go

to bed with wet or damp hair and dry your hair after a sweaty gym session. Wet hair can
cause matting as the hair is more elastic and mixed in with your natural shed hair caught

in the ring – matting central if not looked after! 
On a refit your hair extensions will be taken out row by row and the root brushed out
then refitted with a fresh ring so any matting will be uncomfortable and we want to

avoid this. 
If you lose any strands keep a hold of them! They can go back in your hair on your refit as
they’re reusable. Some people don’t lose any strands and others can lose 20, it completely

depends on the individual so do not panic. If you lose more than 10 in the first 4weeks I
can reapply these for you before your refit and figure out why it is happening. 

Its best to avoid oils and some products on the ring area to avoid any slipping out, so
products on mid lengths and ends only.



Its recommended to wash your extensions 1-2 times a week. The more you wash and dry your hair
the more heat on the extensions which affects its life span. However, if you feel you need to then

go for it...... just use plenty of heat defence and oils etc to protect your locks. Use a dry shampoo in
between washes if necessary. 

Excessive washing can cause your extensions to loosen quicker. 
Remember all the rules – DO NOT GO TO BED WITH WET HAIR! No matter how tedious blow drying
may be it will cause your hair to matt up very quickly and be very uncomfortable to bush out. 

You should always use suitable shampoo and conditioners on your hair extensions. We recommend
a SULPHATE FREE product. We sell our own brand of products that we have tried and tested, that

will leave your hair looking and feeling amazing. We cannot guarantee any products bought
elsewhere; why spend good money on hair extensions and use products that can harm them and

therefore we will not be responsible if they affect the hair quality and longevity.  
Rather than washing your hair every time, try a top wash in-between! This is just washing your

natural hair on the top which has no extensions in over the sink or bath and keeping your
extensions out of the way in a low bun. 

MON - Full wash 
WED – Top wash 
SAT – Full wash 

MON – Top Wash etc. 
Before washing we advise to detangle your extension hair with a tangle teaser or extension brush

and separate bonds. When washing do not tip hair over the bath as it can cause tangling- always
with head upright - shower is ideal. Smooth shampoo over the hair, do not rub vigorously! Only
condition from mid lengths and down to ends – not on bonds and rings as it can cause slippage.

Pat hair to dry and do not rub.

Washing Your Hair Extensions



Before detangling we advise you use a leave in conditioner spray and some hair
oil (we love the Best Extend Argan oil). Make sure all the bonds, rings and top of
weaves are dried completely! Be very careful when brushing when the hair is wet,

make sure you support the extensions by holding the bonds as an anchor.  
For a sleek finish, section off your hair and dry with a blowdry brush – our

favourite is the Best Extend round 'blow out' brush which is great for a smooth
blow dry. Dry your extensions as you would normally do your own, but be

careful you don’t pull too hard or put too much tension on them and pull them
out or give yourself a sore scalp. 

Your hair may feel fluffy once dry so use a heat protector and finish with a
good quality straightening iron that will not pull your hair. Letting your hair

air dry is fine during the day as long as you have dry bonds by bed time – but be
aware they will be fluffy and frizzy until tamed with heat and products. 

Be careful when using heated appliances around the bond area in case you snag
the bonds. Straighteners, tongs and heated rollers etc are all fine for
extensions but use a good heat defence spray EVERY TIME you use heat.

Drying Your Hair Extensions



Always remember your extensions are joined to your natural hair, pulling too
hard or mistreating your extensions can result in your hair being pulled out. 

 
The only brush you should use near to the bonds is your soft bristle extension
brush which will glide over your bonds, rings and weave rows. When brushing

the extensions always hold the bonds or weave row tightly as a support, making
sure no additional stress is put on the hair.

 
 Brushing hair when wet is a NO NO! The extension attachment is most fragile

when wet and can get knotty easily. Blast the hair off a little before sectioning
and blow drying with a blow-out brush. 

 
Tie hair in a loose plait or ponytail for bed using a slinky bobble or a scrunchie. 

Styling your new weave can be a lot of fun but please understand your
extensions are fitted in your head to suit the majority of hair styles but mainly

to wear down. Half up and down styles or slick ponytails can be difficult to
cover with extensions.

Brushing and Styling Your Hair Extensions



We do not recommend colouring hair extensions as this can diminish the life span of the
hair and voids any warranty with the supplier. However over time, hair extensions, like our

own hair, can fade or turn brassy and we may need to tone them back to its original
colouring. This time frame will be out of your supplier warranty so we recommend if you

need to tone them further down the line to ensure you use a hair mask and add lots of
nourishment to avoid drying out your hair.

 
Again, we do not recommend colouring your own hair with extensions in, however

appreciate this must be done in some cases. We always say to only colour the top section and
perimeter, where no extensions are placed,  when you are wearing your extensions as colour

can break down the bonds and again diminish the hair life span. Tints are much kinder to
the natural hair so this is the preferred colour if you need to ladies. 

 
We DO NOT recommend bleaching hair extensions as this can completely change the

condition and colour of the hair, because we do not know what the original donor hair
has been through and processed to get to its colour you have purchased. We also DO NOT

recommend full head bleaching while wearing extensions.. Bleach is an extremely powerful
product and can snap hair, remember all our bleach disasters girls. If wearing extensions

the bleach can sometimes become trapped and if not rinsed correctly can over process and
cause the hair to snap. We have all had bleaching drama girls....... to avoid any damage,

remove hair extensions first if you want a full head bleach!

Colouring Your Hair Extensions



Important things to Remember

I do not recommend colouring, tinting or perming the extensions as
these products have elements that can damage extension hair. Doing so

automatically voids any returns policy with the supplier – and they
will test so don't lie! This means any genuine fault with the hair would

not be rectified as they would blame the chemical process. 
The more heat you use on the hair extensions the shorter the lifespan

of the hair, treat them with the same respect as your own natural hair.
Keep curling and straightening to a minimum. 

Lighter shades tend to have a shorter life span than darker colours.
Lighter colours will need extra heat care and less heat application to

lengthen the life span. Colours can fade over time and will happen
faster the more it’s washed and heat damage. 

Silver shampoo can grab very quickly making your blonde hair purple
very quick! Water it down but used at your own risk. It can also dry

your hair out over time.



Holidays and extensions

Vacay with extensions will always be at your own risk. Saying that, if you do go
away with them in (like myself and hundreds of clients) then read over this

section. 
This is to be followed on top of your normal extension aftercare regime.  

I do not advise swimming with your extensions as the chemicals can discolour
your hair, dry it out and damage the bond area. The water can also cause

matting. 
If you do swim follow these guide precautions: 

Brush your hair and ensure its tangle free then place your extensions in a braid. 
DO NOT, I REPEAT DO NOT, GO IN THE HAIR WITH YOUR HAIR IN A BUN – IT WILL
MATT TOGETHER! I have had clients do that and spent hours of their holiday

trying to sort it out. 
Avoid getting the extension hair wet where possible. Even the hotel water can
affect your hair extensions as foreign water can have a hard water mineral

content. 
If you do have discolouration (pink and orange tones) you will need to

purchase the Malibu C hard water sachets. They are great at removing the
discolouration. If you YouTube Additional Lengths – MALIBU C hard water

wellness you can see a video on how to use the product.



Product Recommendations
We have vigorously tested and trialled many brands of hair products and had our

company tailor make products to suit hair extensions perfectly.

PLEASE avoid any supermarket shampoos and conditioners. They are not good
for your new weave OR your own hair. Do not spend a lot of money on your

extensions to use poor quality products which will shorten the life span,
discolour and dry out your new locks unnecessarily.

Shampoo and conditioner - to be used every time 
Best Extend Shampoo – Sulphate and Paraben free 

Best Extend Conditioner – Sulphate and Paraben free 
Olaplex shampoo and conditioner 

Moroccan Oil repair shampoo and conditioner

Oil – daily if hair is feeling dry, every few
days to keep feeling soft 

Best Extend Argan Oil 
Moroccan Oil

Heat Protector – EVERY TIME you use
heat on your hair 

Best Extend Shake and Protect  
Moroccan Oil Heat Protector

Brush for general use 
Best Extend Soft bristle brush 
Best Extend Palm De tangler 

Remi Cachet Pink Brush 
Brush for Blow drying 

Best Extend Blow-Out Brush 
Great Lengths Round Brush

Hair Treatments 
Best Extend Extension Boost Mask 

Best Extend Protein Spray 
Moroccan Oil repair mask



This may seem like a lot to take in but honestly once
you’re away, you’re flying and won’t look back! Any

questions I'm only a message away.


